
 

 
 

Examples of Weathertightness Remediation Drawings - Preliminary Design 

Purpose: These example drawing extracts help convey the levels of presentation and the standard of documentation required by the Ministry for Weathertightness Remediation projects. Reference should also be made to 
WRP Guide # 3 which lists the deliverables required at the Preliminary Design stage. They are intended to aid architects and designers to understand the expectations of the WRP Panel, in order to aim a smooth review 
process. 

Please note, the drawing images in this guide are examples only and do not represent standardised or Ministry approved details. It is also important to note that the levels of documentation need to be appropriate for the 
scale and complexity of each project. The drawing extracts have been sourced from several architects and designers across a variety of weathertightness remediation projects at school sites. The images have also been 
adjusted to suit the format of this example set. 

This example set and other key documents such as the Design Report template, Site Specific QA Plan template and the Weathertightness Remediation and Regulatory Strategy are available under the following file-path: 
https://www.education.govt.nz/school/property-and-transport/maintenance-repairs-security/weathertightness-remediation/ 
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 Drawing Example  Site and Location Plan Sheet 2 

 
 

Notes: 

• The example images on this sheet are 
provided for the sole purpose of 
conveying the levels of presentation 
and standard of documentation 
required by the Ministry for 
Weathertightness Remediation 
projects 

 

Key Requirements: 

• Clearly identify the building’s location 
at the school site 

• Use the Ministry’s correct building 
reference e.g. ‘Block 2’, noting in 
some cases these can differ from the 
name or reference used by the School 

• Ensure a north symbol is provided 
along with the site or location plan’s 
scale 

• Provide the legal description of the 
site and property address as required 
for the Consent Application 

• The site plan is also a useful location 
to clearly state the wind, earthquake 
& exposure zones 

• Where two or more site plans or aerial 
views are provided, ensure these all 
have the same north point orientation 
for ease of reference 

 
 



 

Drawing Example  3D Images – Existing and Proposed Works Sheet 3 

 Note: 

• The example images on this sheet are 
provided for the sole purpose of 
conveying the levels of presentation 
and standard of documentation 
required by the Ministry for 
Weathertightness Remediation 
projects 

 

Commentary: 

• 3D images of the existing and 
proposed building arrangement help 
to clearly convey the proposed 
changes and scope of work to the 
existing building 

• 3D images are particularly useful to 
convey existing buildings with 
complex roof and external envelope 
forms which may be difficult to 
understand in 2D elevations, or to 
convey proposed changes in roof 
forms 

• 3D images with annotations can also 
be very effective for communicating 
the intended scope 

• In this example, the upper images 
with green shaded roof areas are 
existing areas to be removed. The 
lower image shows the revised 
arrangement with areas of flat roofing 
reduced 

• Although 3D images are not a 
compulsory requirement, they can be 
a useful tool to convey the proposed 
scope to the Reviewer, and can assist 
in streamlining the review process  

 



 

 

Drawing Example  As Existing Plan Sheet 4 

 

 

Note: 

• The example images on this sheet are 
provided for the sole purpose of 
conveying the levels of presentation 
and standard of documentation 
required by the Ministry for 
Weathertightness Remediation 
projects 

 

Commentary: 

• Ensure floor plans or part-floor plans 
are provided at 1:50 scale for an A1 
sheet or 1:100 for an A3 sheet** 

• Embedding photo images of the 
existing building can be very helpful by 
providing contextual information 

• Colour is very useful for differentiating 
between the existing building 
elements to be demolished and the 
new construction. In this example, the 
red dashed line indicates the extent of 
existing cladding to be removed to 
remediate wall framing 

• A legend table is provided in the top 
right-hand corner to clearly label the 
dashed red line 

• Outline dimensions should be 
provided for the existing part of the 
building where remediation works are 
being proposed. In this example, 
dimensions are provided alongside the 
red dashed line 

• **Note: Where the building is large 
and the scope of works is minor 
and/or very straightforward, 1:200 
scale plans @ A3 may be acceptable if 
the plan cannot fit on one sheet at 
1:100 scale. The Designer may use 
their discretion, with the caveat that 
the Reviewer may request plans at a 
larger scale if the plans at 1:200 are 
cramped or difficult to read 

 



 

Drawing Example  Context Drawing Sheet 5 

 
 
 

Note: 

• The example images on this sheet are 
provided for the sole purpose of 
conveying the levels of presentation 
and standard of documentation 
required by the Ministry for 
Weathertightness Remediation 
projects 

 

Commentary: 

• Embedding photo images of the 
existing building can be very helpful by 
providing contextual information 

• The red arrows on the plan in this 
example anchor in existing images 
with a summary of the issues 

  



 

Drawing Example  Demolition Plan Sheet 6 

 Notes: 

• The example images on this sheet are 
provided for the sole purpose of 
conveying the levels of presentation 
and standard of documentation 
required by the Ministry for 
Weathertightness Remediation 
projects 

 

Commentary: 

• Ensure floor plans or part-floor plans 
are provided at 1:50 scale for an A1 
sheet or 1:100 for an A3 sheet** 

• Ensure that the drawing clearly 
delineates between existing and 
proposed work 

• Colour is very useful for differentiating 
between the existing building 
elements to be demolished or the new 
construction 

• In this example, red dashed lines are 
used to indicate existing building 
elements / components to be 
removed, including external 
landscaping 

• Dimensions and section references are 
important for relevant parts of the 
building where remediation works are 
being proposed 

• Where the scope of work is very minor 
(e.g. replacement of one section of 
cladding only) it is acceptable to show 
the existing and proposed works on 
one plan – as long as any new work is 
clearly delineated 

• **Note: Where the building is large 
and the scope of works is minor 
and/or very straightforward, 1:200 
scale plans @ A3 may be acceptable if 
the plan cannot fit on one sheet at 
1:100 scale. The Designer may use 
their discretion, with the caveat that 
the Reviewer may request plans at a 
larger scale if the plans at 1:200 are 
cramped or difficult to read 

 



 

Drawing Example  Demolition Elevations Sheet 7 

 Notes: 

• The example images on this sheet are 
provided for the sole purpose of 
conveying the levels of presentation 
and standard of documentation 
required by the Ministry for 
Weathertightness Remediation 
projects 

  

Commentary: 

• Ensure elevations or part-elevations 
are provided at 1:50 scale for an A1 
sheet or 1:100 for an A3 sheet 

• Ensure that the drawing clearly 
delineates between existing and 
proposed layouts 

• Colour is very useful for differentiating 
between the existing building 
elements to be demolished or the new 
construction 

• In this example, the beige shaded 
areas represent existing cladding to be 
removed and red dashed lines indicate 
window and door joinery to be 
removed 

• A legend table is provided in the top 
right-hand corner to clearly labels the 
proposed cladding systems 

• Ensure that elevations are titled by 
their orientation which helps to 
convey the location against the plan 

• Dimensions and sufficient annotation 
are important for relevant parts of the 
building where remediation works are 
being proposed 

 

 
 



 

Drawing Example  Elevations – Existing and Proposed Works Sheet 8 

 
 
 
 

Notes: 

• The example images on this sheet are 
provided for the sole purpose of 
conveying the levels of presentation 
and standard of documentation 
required by the Ministry for 
Weathertightness Remediation 
projects 

 

Commentary: 

• Ensure elevations or part-elevations 
are provided at 1:50 scale for an A1 
sheet or 1:100 for an A3 sheet** 

• Ensure that the drawing clearly 
delineates between existing and 
proposed layouts 

• In this example, both the existing and 
as proposed elevations are provided 
on the same sheet. This is an excellent 
way of clearly identifying the 
proposed scope of works for ease of 
comparison 

• The yellow shaded area represents 
existing cladding and other 
components to be removed 

• Ensure that elevations are titled by 
their orientation which helps to 
convey the location against the plan 

• Dimensions and sufficient annotation 
are important for relevant parts of the 
building where remediation works are 
being proposed 

• **Note: Where the building is large 
and the scope of works is minor 
and/or very straightforward, 1:200 
scale elevations @ A3 may be 
acceptable if the elevation cannot fit 
on one sheet at 1:100 scale. The 
Designer may use their discretion, 
with the caveat that the Reviewer may 
request elevations at a larger scale if 
the plans at 1:200 are cramped or 
difficult to read 

 
 



 

 

Drawing Example  Elevations – Proposed Works Sheet 9 

 
 

Notes: 

• The example images on this sheet are 
provided for the sole purpose of 
conveying the levels of presentation 
and standard of documentation 
required by the Ministry for 
Weathertightness Remediation 
projects 

 

Commentary: 

• Ensure elevations or part-elevations 
are provided at 1:50 scale for an A1 
sheet or 1:100 for an A3 sheet 

• Ensure that the drawing clearly 
delineates between existing and 
proposed layouts 

• Colour is very useful for differentiating 
between the existing building 
elements to be demolished or the new 
construction 

• In this example, there are three 
different types of new cladding 
systems that are colour-shaded and 
hatched. A legend table is provided in 
the top right-hand corner to clearly 
labels the proposed cladding systems 

• Ensure that elevations are titled by 
their orientation which helps to 
convey the location against the plan 

• Dimensions and sufficient annotation 
are important for relevant parts of the 
building where remediation works are 
being proposed 

 
  



 

Drawing Example  Sections – Existing and Proposed Works Sheet 10 

 
 
 
 

Notes: 

• The example images on this sheet are 
provided for the sole purpose of 
conveying the levels of presentation 
and standard of documentation 
required by the Ministry for 
Weathertightness Remediation 
projects 

 

Commentary: 

• Ensure elevations or part-elevations 
are provided at 1:50 scale for an A1 
sheet or 1:100 for an A3 sheet 

• Provide contextual information that 
clearly delineate between existing and 
proposed layouts 

• Colour is very useful for differentiating 
between the existing building 
elements to be demolished or the new 
construction 

• In this example, both the existing and 
as proposed sections are provided on 
the same sheet. This is an excellent 
way of clearly identifying the 
proposed scope of works for ease of 
comparison 

• Red dashed lines are used in the 
upper image to signify cladding and 
other components to be removed 

  



 

Drawing Example  Roof plan Sheet 11 

 

Notes: 

• The example images on this sheet are 
provided for the sole purpose of 
conveying the levels of presentation 
and standard of documentation 
required by the Ministry for 
Weathertightness Remediation 
projects 

 

Commentary: 

• Ensure roof plans or part-roof plans 
are provided at 1:50 scale for an A1 
sheet or 1:100 for an A3 sheet 

• Ensure that the drawing clearly 
delineates between existing and 
proposed layouts 

• In this example, the existing guttering 
and flashings to be removed are 
notated through the use of 
annotations and location arrows 

• The slope and direction of roof falls is 
indicated for each existing roof plane 

 

 
  



 

Drawing Example  Roof plan Sheet 12 

 

Notes: 

• The example images on this sheet are 
provided for the sole purpose of 
conveying the levels of presentation 
and standard of documentation 
required by the Ministry for 
Weathertightness Remediation 
projects 

 

Commentary: 

• Ensure roof plans or part-roof plans 
are provided at 1:50 scale for an A1 
sheet or 1:100 for an A3 sheet 

• As this is a large roof area, reference is 
made to additional drawings with 1:50 
layouts  

• The slope and direction of roof falls is 
indicated for each roof plane 

• A useful rainwater calculation plan is 
provided on the right-hand side 

• A useful three-dimensional building 
image is provided in the bottom right 
hand corner to convey elements of 
the proposed scope of works 

 


